Abstract. Let S be an infinite set, ß an infinite cardinal number, and GS(S) the group of those permutations of S whose support has cardinal number less than ß. If T is any nonempty set, ST is the set of functions from 7" to S. The canonical representation AJ of Ga(S) on L2(ST) is the direct sum of factor representations. Factor representations of types 1", IL, and II" occur in this decomposition, depending upon S, ß, and T; the type IIt factor representations are quasi-equivalent to the left regular representation.
representation ATB of GB(S), as the cardinal number of T varies over the positive integers, is in a canonical one-to-one correspondence with the set of equivalence classes of irreducible representations of the symmetric group on n symbols, as n ranges over the positive integers.
Let GB(S) have the topology of pointwise convergence on S. GB(S) is a topological group but is not locally compact. We will say that a representation of Gß(S) is continuous if it is continuous with respect to this topology.
ATB is continuous if F is finite. We show that any continuous representation of GB(S) is the direct sum of irreducible representations. Any nontrivial continuous irreducible representation of GB(S) is equivalent to a subrepresentation of A£ for some nonempty finite set T.
We further characterize the continuous irreducible representations of GB(S) by showing that the following are equivalent if Y is an irreducible representation of Ge(S):
1. T is continuous. 2. 3Sx = S such that Sx is finite and the restriction of T to the subgroup of GB(S) of those permutations which leave Sx pointwise invariant contains the trivial representation of this subgroup.
3. There is a nonnegative integer n such that condition 2 holds for any subset S2 of 5 if S2 has cardinal number ^«.
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II. Lemmas and notation. The following lemmas will be needed. Lemma 3 is well known ; we include it for completeness. Lemma 1. Let G be a group. Let Ht, i= 1, 2, be a Hilbert space. Let Y¡, i =1,2, be a representation of G on H¡. Let Zç G. Assume 1. Tx~r2. 2. 3v e Hx, tf#0, such that T(g)v = v ifigeZ. Then 3w e H2, w^O, such that Y2(g)w=w if g e Z.
Proof. Since r^Ta, there exist cardinal numbers o¡i, a2 such that axYx^a2Y2. a^j acts on ©aea, Ha, where Hia = Hl for all a e a¡. Let F be a unitary operator which implements the equivalence between axYx and a2r2. If b e ah for i= 1, 2, let Pib be projection onto the subspace Hlb of 0aEffJ Hia.
Let v e Hx be chosen as in hypothesis 2. Let w in ©a6a, Hia be chosen so that P10w = v and Plaw=0 if a e a± and a ^ 0. Note that 0a6(ï2 P2a is the identity operator on @aea2H2a. Therefore there is an element c in a2 such that P2cVw^0. Let x=P2eVw. Let geZ.
Then T2(g)x=Y2(g)P2cVw=P2cY2(g)Vw=P2cVYx(g)w =P2cVw = x.
Lemma 2. Let G be a group, 77 a Hilbert space, and T a representation of G on 77. Let J be a closed subspace of 77, P be projection onto J, and Gj = {ge G: T{g)J=J}. Assume a. 3X^G:H=@x£XT(x)J.
h. If g e G, then T{g)J=J or T(g)J J_ J.
c. P e T{G)".
Then T^-TP is an algebraic ^isomorphism from T{G)' onto T(G)'\J.
T(G)'\J = r(G;)'|7.
Proof. T-^TP is an algebraic *-homomorphism from T(G)' onto T(G)'\J.
T=@xsX TfâTPTix-^lTWJ. Therefore 7=0 if TP=0, so that T^TP is oneto-one.
If ge G-G}, then PT(g)P=0. Therefore T{G)"\J=T(Gj)"\J. Lemma 3 . Let H be a Hilbert space, G a group, and T a representation of G on 77. Let Q be a subset of G, J={v e 77 : T(g)v = v if g e Q}, and P be projection onto J.
Then P e T(G)".
Proof. Let veJ and Te T(G)'. Let g he an arbitrary member of Q. Then T{g)Tv = TT(g)v = Tv. Therefore Tv e J. The conclusion follows immediately from the double commutant theorem.
Notation. Let S he an arbitrary infinite set. S will remain fixed for the remainder of this paper. If ß is an infinite cardinal number, Gß is the set of permutations p of S such that the cardinal number of {s e S: p(s) j= s} is less than ß. Note that GB is the group of all permutations of 5 if ß is sufficiently large.
Let T be any set. Then \T\ will denote the cardinal number of T. L2(T) is the Hilbert space of all complex valued functions/with domain T such that ||/|| <co, where ||/||2=ZtsT|/(r)|2.
Let Z be any set. Tz will denote the set of functions with domain Z and range contained in T. TZi = {fe Tz :/is 1-1}. TZb = {fe Tz :/is 1-1 and onto}. A partition of T is a collection of nonempty disjoint subsets of T whose union is T. ^(T) will denote the set of partitions of T G(T) denotes the group of all permutations of T. If ß is an infinite cardinal number, Gß(T) denotes {n e G(T) : \{t e T: T(t)^t}\ <ß}.
Recall [3, pp. 21-31 ] that a cardinal number a is also an ordinal number, and that a = {ordinal numbers y : 0^y<a}.
III. The representation of Gß on L2(S"). Let a be a nonzero cardinal number and ß be an infinite cardinal number. Let Í2g be the representation of Ge on L2(S") defined by V¡(g)v(f) = v(g-y), for geGß, veL\Sa), and fe S«. If g e Gß, let A%{g) be the restriction of Q.aß(g) to L2(Sat); Aaß is a representation of G>
The following theorem reduces the study of the representations Í2£ of Gß to that of the representations Aaß of Gß. life Sa, let &>(f) = {f-\s) : s is in the range of/}. 9(f) e 0>fa. Let 6(f) be the unique element of S^U)i such that 6f'\s)=s for all s in the range off. 6 is a oneto-one mapping from S" onto \j3>epia) S^'.
Let U he the mapping from L2(Sa) to ©á>eá»(a) L^S3") defined by t/y(/i) = v(0" f or u e F2(5a) and A e \J<ye?ia) Sm. U is unitary and implements an equivalence between Q.% and ®<?epw Af.
Notation. If Fç5, let F£ be projection onto the subspace F^F0*) of L2(Sai).
If 0 < a ^ 151, define a representation $ of 6» on L2(Sai) by 0(ir)t)(/) = p(/tt), for 77 g Gfa), v e L2(Sai), and/e Sai. Let W and/be defined as in the proof of part 1 of this lemma. If p e GB(T), then WAaB(p)W~1 is the image under the left regular representation of Gfa) of the permutation/-1/;/of a. Because ß>a, every permutation of a is of the form/-1/?/ for some/» e GB(T). Therefore WA^G^T^fV'1 generates the same von Neumann algebra as the left regular representation of Gfa. However, the ring generated by the left regular representation of G(a) is the commutant of the ring generated by the right regular representation of G(a).
4. Let T<=S and \T\=a. Clearly L2(Tab) is invariant under Aaß(Gß(T)). Let fe Tab. Let an operator W be defined from L2(Tttb) to L2(Gß(T)) by Wv(p) = v(pf), for veL2(Tab) andp e Gß(T). Wis unitary and implements an equivalence between Aß(Gß(T))\L2(Tab) and the left regular representation of Gß(T).
5. Assume aï^^Xo-Let Te S and \T\=a. Let Wbe defined as in the proof of part 4 of this lemma. Let Tx he the restriction to Gß(T) of the left regular representation of G(T). W implements an equivalence between Aaß{Gß(T))\L2(Tab) and I\. Let T2 be the right regular representation of G(T).
Let RC be the set of right cosets of Gß(T) in G(T). Let Cx he the right coset which contains the identity. Pick an element pc from each member of RC. Then rx = @ceRc ri|7.2(C) = ©CeBC T2(p^)TT2(pc)\L2(C)~Tx\L2(Cx) = the left regular representation of Gß(T). Notation. Let a and ß be cardinal numbers such that a^O and ß^H0-Let S#ai = {fe Smi: \S-f(S)\ =a}. Note that L2{S#at) is a subspace of L2(Slsli) and is invariant under Ajf ^G^,). If g e Gß, let Af"(g) be the restriction of AJf'(g) to L2(S#ai).
Note that if T^S, |r| = |5|, and \S-T\=a, then Tsib<^S#ai.
In the following theorem, we will express the representations A£ of Gß as the direct sum of factor representations. The reader is referred to [8, Chapters III and IV] for a discussion of maximal symmetry types and the properties of the regular representation of the symmetric group on a symbols, where a is a positive integer.
Theorem 2. Let a andß be cardinal numbers, where a>0 andß^H0. 1. Assume X0>a. Then a. Aß{Gß)" is the same von Neumann algebra for all infinite cardinal numbers ß. h. Aaß is the direct sum of irreducible representations of Gß. The irreducible subrepresentations of Aß are in a canonical one-to-one correspondence with the irreducible subrepresentations of the left regular representation of the full symmetric group on a symbols. This one-to-one correspondence and its inverse both preserve equivalence.
2. Assume \ S | > a ^ H0. a. Ifß>a, then Aaß is a type II*, factor representation of Gß. b. 7/jSáa, then Aaß is the direct sum of infinitely many disjoint type llx factor representations. b. IfiOiyi\S\ andX0iy'i\S\ then Af ¿ Af. c. IfiOiy, y'iXo then Af~ Af.
Proof, la. By Lemma 5, part 3, AaB(GB)" = <&(Gfa)'.
lb. By Lemma 5, part 3, AaB(GB)' = 0(G(a))". By Lemma 5, part 2, 0 is quasiequivalent to the right regular representation of Gfa. Since a is finite, Gfa is a finite group and 0(G(a))" is generated by its minimal projections. Consequently, A% is the direct sum of certain of its irreducible subrepresentations.
Let T^S be chosen so that \T\ =a. Then AaB(G(T))\L2(Tab) is equivalent to the left regular representation of G(T) by Lemma 5, part 4. Let P vary over the set of minimal projections in <D(G(«))"; then AaB\PL2(Sai) <-+ Ag(G(F))|PF2(Fat') is a oneto-one correspondence between the irreducible subrepresentations of Aaß and the irreducible subrepresentations of the left regular representation of the symmetric group on a symbols. 2a. By Lemma 5, part 3, AaB(GB)' = Q(G(cc))". By Lemma 5, part 2, <D(Ga))" is a type Ux factor. Therefore A£ is a type II factor representation of GB.
Let FsS and \T\=a. By Lemma 4, P$ e AaB(GB)\ For each ZçS such that \Z\ =a, pick gz e GB such that gz(T)=Z. Then Paz = A"B(gz)P^A%(g^). F|P?=0 if Z^T. Therefore AaB(GB)" contains infinitely many mutually perpendicular nonzero equivalent projections and consequently cannot be of finite type.
2b. Let S? = {T^S : \T\ =a}. Define an equivalence relation i on £f by F ± Q iff |(F-g) u (Q-T)\ <ß iff 3g e GB such that g(T)= Q. Let {Có: 8 e A}, where A is an index set, be the set of equivalence classes of _J_ in S. A is an infinite set because ßia. If 8 e A, let HÔ = @TEÔ L2(Tab). Clearly L2(Sai) = @ôeiiHô. Hô is invariant under A%(GB). Therefore A^ = ©Ó6A AaB\H6. By Lemma 4 and Lemma 2, AB(GB)'\HÓ is algebraically »-isomorphic to AaB(GB(T)y\L2(Tab). By Lemma 5, part 5, AaB\H6 is a type II factor representation.
The proof that AaB\H6 is type II«, is similar to the last part of the proof of part 2a of this theorem and is left to the reader. W is an isometry from L2(S#yi) to L2(S#0i). Therefore, W implements an equivalence between Af and a subrepresentation of A#°. Since A#° is a factor representation, it is quasi-equivalent to any of its subrepresentations.
Let Te £f and v e L2(Tab). Then AaB(g)v = v if g e GB(S-T). Let Ye tf
4a. Assume ßeS and \Q\ <a. Let v e L2(Sai), v^O. Then 3g e Gß(S-Q) such that Aj(g)»/u. L2(Sai) = 0 P$L2(Sat), where the direct sum is taken over all subsets T of S such that \T\ =a. If T is any subrepresentation of Aaß, then there is a subset Z of S with | Z | = a and a nonzero vector w in the subspace on which T acts such that P%w = w. Then T{g)w = w for all w e Gß(S-Z). The conclusion is an immediate consequence of Lemma 1.
4b. The proof of 4b is similar to the proof of 4a and is left to the reader. 4c. This is trivial.
IV. The continuous unitary representations of the infinite symmetric groups. Give Gß the topology of pointwise convergence on S. If s e S, then {g e Gß : g(s) = s} is a subbasic open neighborhood of the identity. Gß is a topological group in this topology but is not locally compact. GSo is dense in Gß. Gß is complete as a uniform space iff Gß is the group of all permutations of 5. A representation of Gß is continuous if it is continuous with respect to this topology on Gß and the weak operator topology on the unitary group of Hilbert space.
We define the trivial representation of any group as the one-dimensional representation which maps every element of the group to the identity operator. A¡j will denote the trivial representation of Gß. Theorem 3. Let ß be an infinite cardinal number. Let T be a continuous irreducible representation ofGß on the Hilbert space H. Then there is a nonnegative integer « such that 1. T is equivalent to an irreducible subrepresentation of A}. 2. There is a subset Z of S such that \Z\=n and the restriction ofT to Gß(S-Z) contains the trivial representation ofGß(S-Z).
3. 7/Z is any subset of S such that \Z\^n, then the restriction ofT to Gß(S-Z) contains the trivial representation ofGß(S-Z).
Conversely, if the irreducible representation T ofGß satisfies condition 1, condition 2, or condition 3, then T is continuous. 2. There is a subset T of S such that \T\=nand Tx(Gß(T))\H1T^T2(Gß(T))\H2T.
ThenTx^T2.
Proof. In Lemma 2, let G = Gß, H=Hx © 772, T = I\ © T2, and J=H1T ® H2T. Then 7* is projection onto H1T® 772r, and, by assumption l,Gj = {g eGß : g(T) = T}.
Assumption a of Lemma 2 foliows from | T \ = « < X0 ^ ß and assumption 1 of this lemma. Assumption b follows immediately from assumption 1 of this lemma; c follows from Lemma 3.
Let Wbe a unitary operator from 771T onto 772T which implements the equivalence in assumption 2. Let U he the unique operator on 771T © 772r such that Ux= Wx if xe 771T and Ux=0 if xe 772T. Then Ue T{G})'\J. By Lemma 2, there is an operator U0 e ({Tx ® T2)(Gß))' such that U0\J=U. Let W0=U0\Hx. W0 implements an equivalence between Tx and T2. If PjW=Pkw for some j,k such that jj^k, then P¡w e H{TjnTk) = HR. This would contradict assumption b. Since ||7J;w|| = ||x|| ^0, for j^3, {P,w\j^3} has a weak limit point y. j/0 because \(y, w)\ ^ lim inf; \(P¡w, w)\ =lim inf, ¡T^wl2
= liminf,||x||2=||*l|V0.
Let g e Gx0(S-R). Since g is finitely supported and T¡C\Tk = R if j^k, g leaves Tj pointwise fixed for j sufficiently large. Therefore T(g)Pj=Pj for y sufficiently large. This implies that T{g)y=y.
By assumption a, there are scalars aQ and vectors xQ such that xQ e HQ, \\xQ\\ = 1, and y-^QeS^n oQxQ. Let/? e Gß(S-R) and c>0 be given. Let <& be a finite subset If Z=0 then HZ = H and r~ Ag. If Z^0, let >/i be the subrepresentation of AnB which corresponds to Y(G(Z))\HZ as defined in Theorem 2 part lb. Let J be the Hubert space on which </> acts.
In Lemma 6, let Hx=J, H2 = H, r\ = i/r, T2 = r, n=n, and F=Z. The assumptions of Lemma 6 are satisfied, and consequently <f> =■ Y.
We now prove the converse of the theorem when condition 2 is satisfied. The remainder of the proof will then be immediate. Assume that T is an irreducible representation of Gß, Z e SPn, and T{Gß{S-Z)) contains the trivial representation of GB(S-Z). This implies 77z^0. Without loss of generality, we can assume HT=0 if T^S and |r| < \Z\. The closed subspace generated by \Jjess>n HT is ^0 and is invariant under T(Gß) ; consequently, this subspace is all of 77. By Lemma 7,  H= 0r6^" HtLet xe77 and c>0 be given. We can find sets Tt e ¿fn and vectors x¡eHT¡, l^i^m, m some positive integer, such that ||x-2™=i *i|| <c/2. Let 0 = {g e Gß : g The proof of conclusion 2 of Theorem 3 never used the hypothesis of irreducibility. Consequently, we can assume there is a finite subset Z of S such that 77z^0 and 77Q = 0 if ßeS and |ß|<|Z|.
G(Z) is a finite group, and consequently r(G(Z))|77z is the direct sum of irreducible representations of G(Z). Let T0 be an irreducible subrepresentation of T(G(Z))|77z. Assume T0 acts on 77oz. Let 770 be the closed subspace of 77 generated by T{G)H0Z. By Lemma 3 and Lemma 2, r|770 is irreducible.
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